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After Ever Happy
Maddie Temple finds her life spiraling out of control as the mental link she shares with her twin
sister pushes her closer and closer toward madness and her only hope for redemption lies with
a psychiatrist who could end her career.

Canyons of Night
Capitalizing on forty years of intensive ecological studies, this anthology presents a collection
of widely dispersed major publications on theoretical and practical Mediterranean, global
environmental and landscape issues. Each chapter features a comprehensive study of
ecological and landscape issues, synthesized in the introduction, and woven with
autobiographical experiences. The concluding chapter calls for a transdisciplinary shift in all
environmental scientific fields and particularly in landscape and restoration ecology, to cope
with the complex, closely interwoven ecological, socio-economical, political and cultural crises
facing human society during the present crucial transition from the industrial to the postindustrial, global information age. Updating and broadening the scope of the groundbreaking
Springer book on Landscape Theory and Applications by the author and Lieberman (1994),
this is a unique transdisciplinary attempt based on advanced systems complexity theories,
which link the natural and human sciences.

All Night Long
Reporter Sierra McIntyre's stories on Crystal City's ghost hunters - and their mysterious guild have earned her tabloid a bit of respect. It helps that she has her incredible intuition to fall back
on. Especially when she interviews Ghost Hunter Guild Boss John Fontana about the
disappearances of retired, homeless hunters. Sierra doesn't want to trust the physically and
psychically powerful man, but her senses - and her pet, Elvis - give her the green light. To
uncover the conspiracy within his own organisation, Fontana proposes . . . marriage. And
though it's purely a business arrangement, there is nothing pure about the attraction that
sizzles between them.

Truth Or Dare
Cadence City matchmaker and para-resonator Celinda Ingram meets her match in security
specialist Davis Oakes. On the hunt for the powerful relic that Celinda supposedly bought as a
toy for her pet dust bunny, Davis must use all of his unique psychic abilities to try and wrest the
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ruby red object from the suspicious duo, keep his desire for Celinda in check-and keep them all
safe from those who will do anything to possess the relic.

Dream Eyes
The romance between Tessa and Harry continues as forces try to tear them apart. By the
author of After Ever Happy and After We Fell. Original.

Crystal Flame
In the world of Harmony, Rainshadow Island is home to a mysterious preserve, centuries-old
secrets and a treasure worth killing for. Original.

Transdisciplinary Challenges in Landscape Ecology and Restoration
Ecology - An Anthology
#1 New York Times bestselling author Christine Feehan takes readers to the sultry streets of
New Orleans in this Leopard novel—where the nights have never felt so torrid or so dangerous…
From a tough stint in the armed forces to stalking the unknown as a bayou cop, leopard shifter
Remy Boudreaux has been served well by his uncanny gifts. And right now, New Orleans
could use a homicide detective like Remy. A serial killer is loose, snatching victims from the
French Quarter with pitiless rage and unnatural efficiency. But something else is drawing Remy
into the twilight—a beautiful jazz singer bathed night after night in a flood of bloodred neon.
Sultry, mysterious and as seductive as her songs, she’s luring Remy deeper into the shadows
than he ever imagined. And as their passions swell, his keen instinct for survival will be
challenged like never before. By a killer—and by a woman.

Christmas Eve at Friday Harbor
This book presents all the publicly available questions from the PISA surveys. Some of these
questions were used in the PISA 2000, 2003 and 2006 surveys and others were used in
developing and trying out the assessment.

After Glow
Para-archaeologist Lydia Smith has her hands full when she takes a part-time job in the lowrent Shrimpton's House of Ancient Horrors hoping to get her career back on track after an
unfortunate incident in an alien tomb. Original.

After Dark
With his life in the hands of public defender Grier Childe, black-ops soldier Isaac Rothe
discovers that his soul is in danger and that the key to his survival is the woman he has sworn
to resist.

Silver Master
In the world of Harmony, Rainshadow Island is home to a mysterious preserve, centuries-old
secrets and a treasure worth killing for. (romance).
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Crystal Gardens
It isn't as though attractive widow Venetia Jones doesn't have enough problems. She has
worked hard to become a fashionable photographer catering to Victorian society's elite. Her
career has enabled her to provide a comfortable living for her brother, sister and elderly aunt.
Disaster looms, however. Venetia has some closely held secrets, not the least of which is her
uncanny psychic ability. Now her life is in danger because she has viewed the unique aura of a
killer fleeing the scene of his crime. But the really unsettling news is that her conveniently dead
husband has just returned from the grave.

Deception Cove
Hiding out in Mexico after witnessing a gunrunning operation, Honor Knight is at the mercy of
assassin Judd Raven whom, hired by the men she is running from, she must convince to spare
her life by any means neccessary. Reprint.

Gift of Gold
Targeted by a disabled former spy who wrongly believes she is blackmailing his sister,
Beatrice Lockwood offers her assistance in tracking down the real culprit and eventually falls
for the spy only to find herself hunted by a mad scientist who would resurrect a dead lover.

The Markham Languages of Papua New Guinea
Eyes mark the shape of the city The midnight hour approaches in an almost-empty diner. Mari
sips her coffee and reads a book, but soon her solitude is disturbed: a girl has been beaten up
at the Alphaville hotel, and needs Mari's help. Meanwhile Mari's beautiful sister Eri lies in a
deep, heavy sleep that is 'too perfect, too pure' to be normal; it has lasted for two months. But
tonight as the digital clock displays 00:00, a hint of life flickers across the television screen in
her room, even though it's plug has been pulled out. Strange nocturnal happenings, or a trick
of the night?

Dark Predator
The Abandoned
Rachel Blake, who is gifted with special abilities, finds her peaceful existence on Rainshadow
Island shattered by the arrival of Harry Sebastian, who needs her help to investigate strange
happenings in the island's Preserve.

Deception Cove
Hunter of the undead and master executioner Zacarias De La Cruz returns to Peru where he
finds betrayal, vengeance and the consequences of his family's bloody legacy in this new novel
from the New York Times best-selling author of Dark Peril. Reprint. 500,000 first printing.

Leopard's Prey
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Sizzle And Burn
New York Times bestselling author JAYNE CASTLE The wildly popular alter ego of bestselling
author Jayne Ann Krentz creates “delectably entertaining paranormal romantic suspense”
(Booklist) in the “unique, synergistic world of St. Helen’s” (Library Journal ), the not-so-distant
space colony where hearts and minds are gloriously in sync! Atop psychic for exclusive
Psynergy Inc., Orchid Adams has her hands full with a baffling murder—which doesn’t exactly
allow time for husband hunting. Is it even possible there’s a man on St. Helen’s who
measures up to her dreams of wedded bliss? Take her new client, Rafe Stonebraker: primitive
and elemental, an unlicensed P.I. with some serious secrets, Rafe is hardly marriage material.
So why does his powerful presence have Orchid imagining the most outrageous affair? Rafe is
embroiled in solving a strange theft while thwarting a hostile takeover of Stonebraker Shipping;
he needs a wife—and fast—to salvage his credibility. Orchid Adams doesn’t fit the profile he had
in mind, but she fits in his arms. Will their electrifying connection end up getting them burned?

The Darkest Seduction
A New York Times Bestselling Author A woman of glittering eyes and cool, celestial bearing,
she is Kalena, the last survivor of a proud heritage. Now, disguised as an innocent country girl,
she is on a deadly secret mission -- to destroy her family's enemy at any cost. Only one man
can stop her, the soldier they call Fire Whip, the stranger commanded to tame her, the lover
who instead threatens to melt her frozen heart. In their world of fire and ice, light and dark, and
terrible, clashing forces, only the Fire Whip -- the hottest of flames -- can touch Kalena, the
coolest of women. For only the union of the Fire Whip and his woman will have the power to
burn through the growing darkness that threatens their world.

Orchid
When they wake up married, with only vague memories of running from something, Hannah
West and Elias Coppersmith's investigation into what happened leads to underground
catacombs where secrets from their past are revealed.

Siren's Call
When his sister dies, Mark Nolan is left in charge of her six-year-old daughter, Holly, who
refuses to speak after her mother's death, until she makes a connection with widowed toy shop
owner Maggie Collins.

Illusion Town
The Lost Night
As new information is introduced and environmental changes occur, Plant Biology continues to
develop and evolve as a science. Updated and revised to keep pace with these developments,
the Fifth Edition of Botany: An Introduction to Plant Biology provides a modern and
comprehensive overview of the fundamentals of botany while retaining the important focus of
natural selection, analysis of botanical phenomena, and diversity. Students are first introduced
to topics that should be most familiar (plant structure), proceed to those less familiar (plant
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physiology and development), and conclude with topics that are likely least familiar to the
introductory student (genetics, evolution, and ecology). Mauseth is sure to provide the latest
material on molecular biology and plant biotechnology in an effort to keep pace with these
advancing areas of study. All sections are written to be self-contained allowing for a flexible
presentation of course material. Key Features: - Includes new content on molecular biology,
plant biotechnology, and the most recent coverage of taxonomy and phylogeny of plants. Now available with a new electronic laboratory manual. - Plants Do Things Differently boxes
help students understand and compare plant biology with human biology. - End-of-chapter
study guide includes nearly 50 or more questions in each chapter, urging students to test
themselves on the most important points in the chapter. - Alternatives boxes encourage
students to think expansively about alternative aspects of plant biology that are more
advantageous in certain conditions.

Raven's Prey
After the violent deaths of her parents seventeen years ago, Irene Stenson left the tiny
lakefront town of Dunsley, Oregon. Now she's back, and determined to discover the truth about
what happened that night. Armed with a shocking new lead and her experience as an
investigative reporter, Irene dives straight into the mystery and finds herself in deep trouble.
Luckily, ex-Marine Luke Danner is on hand to pull her out, and his calm, quick-thinking
response in the face of danger makes him the perfect ally. And as the intrigue deepens and the
secrets turn deadly, Irene will need all the help she can find if she is to lay the past to rest.

Second Sight
Charlotte Enright, who can read auras, senses that something is not right with her former lover,
police chief Slade Attridge, as they are drawn into a series of violent events that brings them
closer together and closer to danger.

Dark Light
Even the mysterious world of Harmony has people who don't quite fit in. They're drawn to
places like Rainshadow Island, a beautiful sanctuary where anyone can feel safe - and where
secrets are closely guarded. Schooled in an exotic form of martial arts and with the ability to
detect the auras of dangerous psychic criminals, Rachel Bonner and her dust bunny
companion have found peace and quiet on Rainshadow Island, operating a bookstore and
café. But her tranquil new life is thrown into chaos when Harry Sebastian, the descendant of a
notorious pirate, arrives to investigate strange developments in the privately owned woods
known as the Preserve. Immediately drawn to the amber-eyed woman, Harry must tread
carefully. While Rachel's special talents can help him track down dangerous rogues who have
violated the Preserve, they can also sense the heart of darkness within him. But desire can
weaken the strongest of defenses - and leave even the strongest man wanting more . . .

PISA Take the Test Sample Questions from OECD's PISA Assessments
A suspicious death. A ghost in a mirror. The New York Times bestselling Dark Legacy novel
from the author known for crafting stories of burning passion and chilling suspense The death
of her friend and mentor, Evelyn Ballinger, brings psychic counselor Gwen Frazier back to the
small town of Wilby, Oregon, and brings back memories she would rather forget. Two years
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ago, a killer stalked the members of one of Ballinger’s research studies—including Gwen, who
survived while two others didn’t. Now, she’s sure that Ballinger’s death is related. Sent by a
friend to help Gwen, psychic investigator Judson Coppersmith arrives in Wilby barely in control
of his own talent and his own life, and haunted by urgent dreams. His attraction to Gwen is
primal, but there are secrets he must keep to protect himself from surrendering to her
completely, even as their investigation draws them into dreamscapes, into decades of
deception and into the paranormal fires of a desire too strong to resist

Dark Legacy
Para-archaeologist Lydia Smith, while lost in the catacombs beneath the city of Harmony,
makes a startling discovery that calls into question everything she believes about her lover,
Emmett London.

Obsidian Prey
Zoe is an interior designer with a unique sense of style. But even more uncanny is her sense of
what's going on under the surface, the secrets a house can hold. At the moment, though, Zoe
isn't concerned about a client's space. She's more worried about what's going on in her own
house in Whispering Springs, Arizona, where she lives with her new husband, private
investigator Ethan Truax. After a whirlwind courtship, and a dangerous adventure, they've
gambled on commitment, hoping that their powerful attraction can help them learn to live
together despite their utterly opposite personalities. But newlywed life is suddenly interrupted
when a shadowy figure from Zoe's past shows up in Whispering Springs, and her closest friend
is put at terrible risk. For Zoe and Arcadia Ames share a shocking secret. And as they seek to
protect the truth, they must join together, and with Ethan's help, accept a very dangerous dare

Eclipse Bay (Walmart Edition)
From the New York Times bestselling author of Sweet Fortune and Perfect Partners comes a
romantic page-turner, now beautifully repackaged. Verity Ames had not seen the man who
saved her life that night. Months later, when he appears at her restaurant, he awakens hidden
passion--and hides a mysterious secret that could destroy their new-found love. Copyright ©
Libri GmbH. All rights reserved.

Crave
There are rules for dealing with ghosts. Too bad Ree Hutchins doesn't know them. When her
favorite patient at a private mental hospital passes away, psychology student Ree Hutchins
mourns the elderly woman's death. But more unsettling is her growing suspicion that
something unnatural is shadowing her. Amateur ghost hunter Hayden Priest believes Ree is
being haunted. Even Amelia Gray, known in Charleston as The Graveyard Queen, senses a
gathering darkness. Driven by a force she doesn't understand, Ree is compelled to uncover an
old secret and put abandoned souls to rest—before she is locked away forever. An ebook
exclusive prequel to The Graveyard Queen series.

After Dark
Scargill Cove is the perfect place for Fallon Jones, confirmed recluse and investigator of the
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paranormal. It's a hot spot, a convergence point for unusually strong currents of energy, which
might explain why the town draws misfits and drifters like moths to a flame. Now someone else
has been drawn to the cove - Isabella Valdez, on the run from some very dangerous men.
When she starts work as Fallon's assistant, she impresses him by organising his pathologically
chaotic office - and doesn't bat an eye at the psychic aspect of his job. She's a kindred spirit,
sanctuary from a world that considers his talents a form of madness. But after a routine case
unearths an antique clock infused with dark energy, Fallon and Isabella are dragged into the
secret history of Scargill Cove and forced to fight for their lives as they unravel a cut-throat
conspiracy with roots in the Jones family business . . . and Isabella's family tree.

The Lost Night
Immortal warrior Paris, who is possessed by the demon of Promiscuity, finds love with Sienna
Blackstone, who is newly possessed by the demon of Wrath, but an ancient blood feud
threatens to tear them apart.

Bridal Jitters
Halloween-with its tricks and treats-is a dust bunny's dream come true. Just ask Lyle, Sedona
Snow's faithful sidekick. But for Sedona, it's a nightmare. Though her new job managing a
small hotel and tavern on Rainshadow is helping her move on from her tragic past, a bizarre
disaster down in the catacombs has brought a pack of rowdy ghost hunters to her inn. And
now, Sedona's ex has arrived on the island, claiming he wants to get back together, just as a
newcomer appears to have a strong interest in her. Cyrus Jones is the new Guild boss in town.
He has his own agenda when it comes to Sedona, but even the best-laid plans are no match
for the passion that springs up on Rainshadow

The Hot Zone
Three months ago, Lyra Dore suffered a heartbreak and a hostile takeover - both at the hands
of the same man. A descendant of her ancestors' fierce rival. Cruz Sweetwater charmed his
way into Lyra's heart and gained access to her pet project, an amethyst ruin. Then he took
over the project and took off. When Cruz walks back into her life and requests a private
meeting, Lyra convinces herself he's there to crawl and beg forgiveness. Wrong again - he just
needs her help. With the project he stole from her. Five innocent men are trapped inside a
chamber in the amethyst ruin, and Lyra is the only one who can reopen the door. Reluctantly
she agrees to help. Then Cruz wants her to apply her talents to the rest of the ruin - because
no one else can work it. Lyra and Cruz are both harboring psychic secrets. Unknown - and
dangerous - powers pulse within the amethyst ruin, and the closer Lyra gets to them, the more
at risk she becomes. And now she must decide whether to trust her guts or her heart

Botany
When she seeks refuge in a paranormally charged garden, Evangeline Ames is rescued from a
would-be assassin by the garden's owner, Lucas Sebastian, who wants her help to solve a
buried-treasure mystery and stop a common enemy.

In Too Deep
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The novella that introduced the world of Harmony Just below the City of Cadence lie the
remains of the Dead City of Old Cadence— resonating with the psychic and para energy of its
dead souls. While exploring the darkest depths of the city, two business partners discover
passions within each other that are very much alive… Virginia Burch, a psychic archeologist,
can’t believe her luck when she meets Sam Gage, a ghost-hunter and owner of prime real
estate in the Old Quarters of Cadence, above the Dead City. He offers her his space to live
and start up her business. What follows is an even more intriguing proposal—to become his
wife. Strictly for professional reasons, of course… Their marriage of convenience would lead to
a very lucrative business partnership, Gage & Burch Consulting. Until something throws a
wrench into the plan: the undeniable sensual energy that naturally exists between them—and a
love so strong it could wake the ghosts below… Includes a preview of the next Rainshadow
Novel, Deception Cove. “A seasoned pro.”—People “[Castle] has created a fully imagined
futurist world in Harmony.”—The Seattle Times “A master of sexual tension and intelligent
banter.”—Publishers Weekly Bridal Jitters was previously published in Charmed and Harmony.

The Mystery Woman
Raine Tallentyre, recently dumped, knows her gifted Aunt Vella was right - she should always
keep her paranormal abilities a secret. And now that Vella, her last relative, has died, Raine's
resigned herself to a lonely life. Then, while clearing out Vella's house, Raine's sensitivity leads
her to a horrifying discovery: a young woman, bound and terrified, in the basement. The victim
has survived, but the culprit is on the loose. Suddenly, a new man enters Raine's life: psychic
investigator Zack Jones. But there's one complication - Zack's working for a secret
organisation that shattered Raine's family. She's wary of his motives, but as a killer makes her
his target, and a group of psychic criminals operating in the shadows surrounds them, Raine
and Zack must rely not only on their powerful abilities, but on each other
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